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Things change,
spaces too.
Responding to change in the way we 
work and the design of workspaces



KF 1608 - 160x80x75

KF 1608 - 160x80x75
KF 0805 E - 80x50x75

KOMPORT
SERIES

KOMPORT doesn’t have to be compromised 
in the configuration of many workstations in a 
small space. Our profiled desks with their fine, 
ergonomic shape will certainly help you find 
the right position. Deep shaped work surfaces 

offer ideal space for your computer screen, 
while the work surface area can be increased 
by additional, complementary units. The 
noise-absorbent screen panels, fitted onto the 
desks, help to reduce work-related noise while 
dividing space for work in small teams. The 
system is also accessorized with shelves which 
can be attached to the panels and desktop, 
providing for additional work space.
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KF 1407 - 140x70x75 (x2)

KF 1412 (L/R) - 140/70x120/50x75 (x4)

KF 1412 D (L/R) (x4)

KF 6/1470
SS LSC 104552 D (L/R) (x6)

KF 1607 - 160x70x75 (x2)
SS SD 805075 (x2)
SS MC 405012 2D (x2)
SS TS 153445 1S  (x2)
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X-WORK
SERIES

high standard. This new offer brings 
the idea of “high touch” to the office 
as opposed to “high tech” presented 
by the steel-framed furniture of the 
past decade. Technology is invisibly 
incorporated in this design, where 
you can find alternative sources to 
dock in with your mobile phone, pc, 
laptop etc…

The overall design language strikes 
a fundamental tone by simplifying all 
expressions, concealing all details, 
and serving all contemporary needs 
without displaying the complexity of 
a configuration. It helps to create a 
calm atmosphere and natural aura; 
the touch of naturally treated wood 
surfaces introducing tactile elements 
into daily work - a quest for silent joy.

X-WORK is a new and boutique 
approach for the new work habitat. 
The steel X-framed legs present a 
solid and architectonic language to a 
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XW MT 120 - 120x120x75 XW MT 2412 - 240x120x75 XW MT 3212 - 320x120x75
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XW 4/1407 - 280x140x75

XW D 200818 SSC (L/R) - 200x180x75XW 2/160614 LSC - 280x160x75



CASA
SERIES CASA is an executive office furniture system created to meet the high individual 

demands for contemporary managers.
It is a collection characterised by highest quality and intelligent, ergonomic functional 
solutions. Casa can be used to create executive offices both in professional office 
accommodation and in SOHO environments. This exceptionally versatile system is 
set apart by the superb quality of the materials used and the harmonious, elegant 
design. Casa is high-class furniture at a price adequate to market conditions

CA MT 4012 - 400x120x75

CA MT 2812 - 280x120x75 CA MT 2412 - 240x120x75
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CA D220918 SSC (L/R) - 220/90x180/60x75

CA D2290 - 220x90x75
ES DSC 126075 R - 120x60x75
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T-MEET
SERIES

Models with natural finish sustain 
the natural look and feel on their 
cable covers as well, where the 
covers in laminate covered models 
are same as the table’s legs that 
are made of triangular tube metal 
with epoxy paint. T-meet’s cable 
management system is designed 
in a special way to keep cables 
going peacefully along the inner-
legs and particular paths below 
top surfaces, so that each user 
has easy access to power plugs 
through cable runway tunnel.

T-MEET is a meeting table series 
presenting various models to fulfill 
needs of meeting groups ranging 
from 6 to 20 participants. Its 
surface is designed in boat form 
to enhance the communication 
and dialogue of users. Table top 
covered either by MFC; natural 
wood veneer or HPL laminate.
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TM 3214 - 320x140x75

TM 4816 - 480x160x75

TM 4014 - 400x140x75
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ULTRA
SERIES

ULTRA space offers a variety of 
solutions to create the perfect office 
environment, a concept of creating 
space ideally suited to efficiency in 
the workplace. Simplicity translates 
into functionality with the modular 
elements of Ultra Space which can be 
combined to obtain a configuration 
meeting the needs of any office.

Ultra space offers solutions which 
enable well thought out arrangement 
and perfect use of space. Ultra space 
is also employee friendly. Ergonomics 
and refined details make the office 
comfortable and work more pleasant 
and efficient

UL 1808
SS SD 105075

UL 1608
UL 0805 E

UL D180816 SSC (L/R)

UL 2/1407 UL 2/1407 D (L/R) UL 1407 (x2)
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UL 1412 (L/R) (x8)

UL 6/1407
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FACTORY
SERIES

New furnishing solutions for workstations, meeting 
tables. Versatile, fresh styled and functional, a range 
with an extremely easy assembly system. This series 
fully furnishes operative and executive spaces, in line 
with today’s work evolutions. Formal lightness and 
style are the main ingredients of an operational system 
characterized by tables with trestle legs, in single or 
bench version.

The FACTORY work bench desk with a steel A-leg base 
creates a warm and cozy feeling to the space and are 
perfect as well for collaboration as for short term Activity 
Based Working. Factory includes various table sizes and 
bases. Combining different table top materials and base 
shapes the collection offers solutions for different needs.

FA MT 4012 - 400x120x75 FA MT 2010 A- 200x100x75
FA MT 2412 A - 240x120x75
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FA 4/1407

FA 1407

FA 1809
SS LSC 124562 C (L/R)
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ELEGANCE
SERIES

ELEGANCE, the executive environment becomes a habitat 
in which several aspects live together: technology, design, 
work, welfare. Walnut, Ebony or Wenge, with their warmth 
and their values, convey a high personality to this project, 
enriched by an equally exclusive choice of complements 
and accessories. The version with top, the executive desk 
can accept briefs and collaborative activities, always in an 
atmosphere of natural prestige.

Know how to extract each day the essence that transforms 
a person into a true leader means passion, curiosity, 
determination and, above all, commitment.

This commitment requires a practical and comfortable 
workplace that can gracefully reflect your own personal 
style. Elegance by TAV is an executive office system, with 
clean, essential lines, perfected to the smallest detail, and 
made with the finest materials to give you the best working 
conditions, whichever side of the desk you sit at.
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EL D 321222 SSC (L/R)
EL D 281020 SSC (L/R)

EL D 2812 DC
EL D 2410 DC
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HCMC Office & Showroom:

534 - 536 Dien Bien Phu Str., Ward 11, 
Dist 10, HCM City, Viet Nam

Tel:  (+84.8) 38 333 666
Fax: (+84.8) 38 303 777

info@tav.com.vn
www.tav.com.vn
www.table.com.vn

Hanoi Rep. Office:

58 Vo Thi Sau Str., 
Hai Ba Trung Dist., Hanoi, Viet Nam

Tel:  (+84.4) 4 6270 2323
Fax: (+84.4) 4 6270 2303
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